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Abstract

The eBubble project is a research and development effort for a low-energy  solar 
neutrino detector technology  that will culminate in a low-energy  solar neutrino experi-
ment following the proof of concept of the technology.  This paper will introduce in brief 
solar neutrino detection and the eBubble detector and will discuss extensively  develop-
ments in the tracking and simulation aspects of the project during the summer of 2007 
(during which the NSF-funded Research Experience for  Undergraduates program  took 
place) and the features of the detector relevant to these developments.
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1 Introduction and background

The first notion of the neutrino originated in famous physicist  Wolfgang Pauli’s 
attempt  to reconcile the apparent  violation  of conservation of energy, a pillar of physics, 
in  beta  decay. To Pauli, the neutrino was a ghost particle carrying the missing energy 
that he cannot detect. Some eighty  years after the postulation of the neutrino in 1930, 
we are still struggling  to detect  this elusive particle and we are still uncovering and un-
derstanding more and more of its properties.

1.1 The neutrino

The Standard Model of Physics describes the neutrino as elementary  and of three 
flavors, a lepton without electric charge and without mass. As a massless, electrically 
neutral lepton, the neutrino only  interacts by  the weak interaction alone, insensitive to 
the strong interaction and to the electromagnetic interaction (also, to gravity  which is 
not described by the Standard Model).

This fact makes the neutrino very  hard to detect: it means that  the interaction 
cross-section of a neutrino is so small that an MeV-range neutrino in lead has a mean 
free path  in the light  year  range. This means that in order to glean sufficient statistics 
about the neutrino an incredibly  massive detector is needed for a high enough event 
rate. As detectors became sensitive enough,  breakthroughs in understanding the nature 
of neutrino ensued.

As early  as 1970, experiments detected only  a fraction—between one third and 
one half—of the electron neutrinos expected to arrive from the sun according to the 
Standard Solar  Model. This was the emergence of the solar  neutrino problem which was 
not  conclusively  resolved before thirty  years after. The fate of neutrino physics has since 
been bound to the sun more than any  other neutrino source. The solution to the solar 
neutrino problem became one of the most revolutionary  discoveries in particle physics 
in  the twentieth  century  (although it  came at its very  end): neutrino oscillation and 
thereby neutrino massiveness.

The mixing  of neutrino flavors explains the discrepancy  seen by  solar  neutrino 
detectors that were sensitive to the electron flavor  only. However, such mixing is incon-
sistent with  a massless neutrino.  Following undeniable verification of neutrino oscilla-
tion, neutrino massiveness became a widely-accepted fact.

And yet, neutrino physics is still a field riddled with  mysteries and possibilities. 
The sun, the cheapest and most  powerful neutrino factory  at our  disposal, has the large 
majority  of its emitted neutrinos in  low-energies yet to be explored due to the difficulty 
of detection with such low energies as will be discussed in  the following section.  From 
just  the tiny  amount of solar neutrinos investigated, we have already  turned the theory 
of neutrinos upside-down. It is not naïve to expect  that the keys to solving  the mysteries 
of the neutrino are in the exploration of the remaining solar  neutrino energies that con-
stitute the largest flux of solar neutrinos on Earth.

1.2 Solar neutrino detection

In the past, solar  neutrino detector  experiments have been dominated by  two 
popular  methods: the Cherenkov  effect method and the radiochemical method. The 
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former  relies on imaging Cherenkov  radiation emitted by  a charge (usually, an electron) 
traveling faster  than the speed of light in  the medium with the momentum  from  a scat-
tering event of an incoming neutrino. The latter  relies on the transmutation of certain 
elements (usually, chlorine or gallium) into other elements upon reaction with  an in-
coming neutrino and on the counting of transmuted atoms.

While Cherenkov  effect  detectors are sensitive to the energy  of interacting neutri-
nos, radiochemical detectors are only  sensitive to the overall amount of interacting neu-
trinos. However,  because of the requirement  that the scattered charge travel faster than 
the speed of light in the medium, Cherenkov  detectors can only  detect very  energetic 
neutrinos. The lowest of neutrino energy  thresholds for such a detector is over 6 MeV. 
Although lower, radiochemical detectors, too, have a bottom  neutrino energy  threshold 
below which the transmutation will not  take place (814  keV for chlorine and 233.2 keV 
for gallium).

This becomes an issue when faced with the fact  that by  far  the largest flux of solar 
neutrinos on Earth comes from  low-energy  neutrinos from  pp fusion interactions in  the 
sun. Figure 1  below compares the fluxes of solar  neutrinos from  various different solar 
processes. Gallium detectors are the only  ones to detect  pp fusion neutrinos (which have 
the largest flux  among all types). However,  only  a fraction of the flux is detected and, of 
course, only the overall amount is detected. This leaves much to be explored.

Figure 1. The solar neutrino spectrum predicted by the standard solar model [1]. Fluxes 
from continuum sources are given in cm-2s-1MeV-1 and line fluxes are given in cm-2s-1.

2 The eBubble low-energy solar neutrino detector

Our detector, named eBubble, is designed to detect  solar neutrinos of energies 
never  before detected. The detector will be sensitive to both amount and the energy  of 
neutrinos. Or,  in other  words, it  will be able to measure a spectrum  with varying fluxes. 
This is unlike the current radiochemical solar  neutrino detectors that achieve low-
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energy  detection. So, not only  will our detector detect  neutrinos of energies below  ener-
gies detected in  radiochemical solar neutrino detectors which are only  sensitive to the 
overall neutrino flux over a certain energy  threshold , but it  will also be sensitive to the 
energy of detected neutrinos.

A neutrino event  consists of an incoming solar neutrino elastically  scattering on 
an electron in an atom  of our  detection medium, super-critical neon gas, whereby  the 
electron is given a large momentum. The electron travels in  the medium and ionizes it 
further.  The electron deposits energy  as it does this and eventually  it reaches negligible 
energy  when it will cease to ionize the medium. The electrons emitted from ionization 
are imaged. These describe a track of the path  of the scattered electron. The range of the 
track and the amount of ionized electrons describe the energy  of the scattered electron. 
The origin of the track describes the scattering angle. These are correlated to the proper-
ties of the incoming neutrino.

2.1 Imaging the electrons from ionization

As stated, in order  to glean the characteristics of the scattered electron and thus 
the incoming neutrino, the electrons from  the ionization by  the scattered electron need 
to be imaged. This is done by  drifting the electrons in an electric field to a detection 
plane consisting of gas electron multipliers and charge-coupled devices, or CCDs.

A uniform  electric field perpendicular to the detection plane permeates the detec-
tor.  As electrons emerge from  ionization,  they  reach the equilibrium  electron bubble 
state almost immediately.  They  also reach a terminal velocity  in the drift field in compa-
rable immediacy. The electrons approach the detection plane under the effect of the drift 
field as illustrated in figure 2  below. At the detection plane, they  react in gas electron 
multipliers, amplifying their signal as will be explained in section 2.3 of this paper. The 
electron avalanche photons arrive at an array  of charge-couple devices where they  are 
imaged digitally. The image capturing is repeated rapidly, creating a sort  of time-lapse 
animation of electron signal intensity.

Edri!
vterm

GEMs/CCD/etc.

ν

Figure 2. Visualizing a solar neutrino event and the imaging of electrons from ioniza-
tion. The dotted line represents the many electrons released by ionization.
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2.2 The electron bubble state and its significance

The electron bubble is the equilibrium  state of a free electron in a  low-atomic-
number nobel liquid or  dense gas. The bubble is formed from the repulsion between the 
free electron and the atomic electrons creating a pocket lacking atoms around the free 
electron. This void is what  we call the bubble.  Its radius is on the order of a nanometer. 
It  can be explained in terms of obedience to the Pauli Exclusion Principle.  The trapped 
bubble state was suggested by  Levine and Sanders to an observed rapid drop in  electron 
mobility  with increasing density  [6]. Figure 3 below  depicts the sharp drop in electron 
mobility observed by Levine and Sanders.

Figure 3. Electron mobility in Helium versus pressure at constant temperature [6].

Because of our choice of detector medium, the electrons released by  ionization 
will form  electron bubbles. This is integral for  the success of the detector. With the bub-
ble state, the mobility  is significantly  lower than without it. This means that the drift ve-
locity  of the electrons will be much lower too. This, in turn,  implies that there will be 
greater  separation of electrons over several images in our electron signal capturing. In 
terms of our  time-lapse animation analogy, our animation now becomes a  slow-motion 
animation, revealing greater detail. The greater separation gives us better  z-position 
(that  is, the position along the direction perpendicular  to the detection plane) resolu-
tion. With better z-positioning, we have better tracking and pointing capabilities.
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Thus, the electron bubble state is a necessary  aspect of our detector. In fact, it  is 
so critical that our detector is named after the state.

2.3 Signal amplification and gas electron multipliers

Because there are only  small amounts of charge emerging from the ionization, the 
signal must  be amplified to be detected well with low  signal to noise ratio. The amplifi-
cation can be achieved with an electron avalanche gain. For this, we use gas electron 
multipliers, or GEMs.

The GEM is a flat,  thin kapton wafer  covered on both sides with  even thinner lay-
ers of conductor,  namely  copper  foil.  The wafer has an array  of holes arranged in a tri-
angular  lattice in the plane of the wafer. A large potential difference of the order of 400 
V is created across the two conductor layers, producing very  dense electric field lines in 
the holes. Under the influence of the very  powerful field, the passing electron begins an 
electron avalanche process.  The avalanche process consists mostly  of electrons subjected 
to a  strong field whereby  they  ionize the medium. They  thus bring about additional elec-
trons to repeat the process,  gaining more and more electrons. The avalanche also con-
sists of photoelectrons from excited medium atoms.  Figures 4  below visualizes a  simula-
tion of the avalanche process in the GEM and shows how  from one incoming charge, 
many  arise.  Figure 5 below  depicts the construction and electric field configuration of a 
GEM.

Figure 4. Simulated avalanche developing in a GEM hole [3].
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Figure 5. (left) Construction and composition of a GEM around a hole, and (right) dense 
electric field lines around a GEM hole [5].

GEMs are a good choice for  our purpose because they  are simple and mass pro-
duced which means that they  are an affordable option with known success. But even dis-
regarding affordability, GEMs do exactly  what we need with good success. It is impor-
tant to note that GEMs fail to create an electron avalanche gain in a liquid environment 
which makes super-critical neon gas a better choice for us than liquid neon.

3 Track reconstruction

As stated, a track is needed to provide further insight into energy  and origin of 
the scattered electron. However, the raw  data from  detection is only  a  series of two-
dimensional digital images representing electron signal intensity, and not track charac-
teristics. Therefore, the track of the scattered electron must be reconstructed from the 
data collected.

Electrons emerging from  the ionization of our  medium  arrive at their terminal 
velocity  so quickly  that they  can be regarded as having that velocity  since ionization. 
Furthermore,  all electrons from  ionization share the same terminal velocity  in our me-
dium and electrical drift field. Therefore, where our  CCD array  ideally  only  images elec-
trons from  ionization, each image in our series of images corresponds to a range of val-
ues of the z-position origin of electron signal relative to a certain “first” image reference.

So, connecting clusters of higher-intensity  pixels across several consecutive im-
ages, we describe the path of the scattered electron. To understand this better consider 
the case where all electrons from ionization were captured in a single image. Then the 
image would consist  of an elongated “blob”  of electron signal intensity  as seen in figure 
6 below. Since there is no separation of the electrons, we cannot glean the z range of the 
constituent electrons of the “blob” and we cannot  characterize the path fully—we have 
only  a projection of the path. If we captured the electrons in a  series of consecutive im-
ages, then we would have parts of this “blob” in each image. Each  part will has a  range of 
possible z separation from  the next part. Then we have both the projection we had be-
fore and the relative z positioning of parts along the path.
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Figure 6. A simulated event in our detector projected onto the detection plane.

The tail of the path (where the electron was scattered with  large momentum) can 
be differentiated from  the head of the path (where the electron did not have enough en-
ergy  to ionize the medium any  more) by  understanding that ionization is more dense as 
the electron becomes less energetic.  So, the tail end of the path will display  higher  signal 
intensity  in our  images while the head end of the path will display  a lower intensity  as is 
exhibited in figure 6  above. Figure 7  below  graphs the stopping power  (the average rate 
of energy  loss per  unit path length per medium density) for  an electron in neon as a 
function of electron energy.  From this, it  can be seen  that as energy  approaches zero, the 
stopping power reaches values an order of magnitude higher than the values for  an elec-
tron in the MeV range of energy.
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Figure 7. Stopping power for an electron in neon as a function of electron energy [2].

3.1 Reconstructing z0

Only  a z-positioning relative to the whole track is made possible by  the time-
lapse-animation-like imaging. That is, time separation alone cannot tell us where in  the 
detector  volume the event  originated since we do not have a  t0, or an absolute timing of 
when the event took place that we can compare to when we detected the first  signal from 
the track. Connecting  several higher-intensity  clusters in our  images as described can 
only  yield a family  of same-looking tracks with different transpositions about z. To select 
the track that corresponds to the event, we need to establish a z0,  or  a absolute z-
position for the track as a whole.

Knowing the behavior of diffusion in our  chamber,  we can compare the distribu-
tion of signal intensity  in our images to the model to determine drift time t and thus z0 
given the drift velocity  v. The frequency  function of electrons as a function of the dis-
tance r from the expected position (which is unchanging with  time in x and y and is v t 
in z) and drift time t is

f(r, t) =
N0 exp

!
!r2

4Dt

"

!
4!Dt

where N0 is the total number of electrons and D is the diffusion coefficient [7].  The dif-
fusion coefficient D is related to mobility μ by the Nernst-Einstein equation
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D

µ
=

kT

e

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and e is the elementary  charge. 
Mobility is defined as

µ =
!

E
=

d

tE

where E is the electric field.  Note that the frequency  is a gaussian in r with a standard 
deviation of

! =
!

2Dt =
!

2kTd

eE

by  the definition of mobility  and the Nernst-Einstein equation. See that D is controlled 
so that if a gaussian can be fit on the distribution of signal in our  images, its standard 
deviation can be compared to this to find t. Or, alternatively,  see that T and E are con-
trolled and that k and e are constants so that by  comparison we will find the drift  dis-
tance d which gives the absolute z-positioning z0.

One may  ask why  z0 is at all  important  since it does not impact pointing to a  large 
degree. In fact, it is hardly  important for pointing and is simply  needed for a fiducial 
volume cut of the data.

3.2 Method for preliminary tracking for data acquisition

We implement track reconstruction for a preliminary  tracking for on-line data 
acquisition separate from  off-line analysis. As images arrive in real-time, we cluster 
higher-intensity  bunches in an image. At moment, we use a very  primitive clustering al-
gorithm. It  can be described as the following four steps: (1) select the highest  intensity 
pixel above an intensity  threshold (if there is none, then done), (2) select adjacent pixels 
by  flood filling to a certain intensity  threshold, (3) name the selected pixels one cluster  if 
the amount of pixels selected is above a size threshold, and (4) repeat while disregarding 
in  all future repetitions the pixels selected in this repetition. Figure 8 below depicts 
three different bunches of higher signal intensity  and how one is clustered. Improve-
ments for the clustering algorithm are discussed in the conclusion section.
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Figure 8. (left) three separated bunches of higher signal intensity and (right) the cluster-
ing of one of the bunches. In the latter, all white pixels represent pixels selected as part 

of the cluster and the rest are black. One may look closely to see a single darker pixel 
among the clustered pixels on the right—this denotes the intensity-weighted center of 

the cluster.

After  clustering, we name overlapping clusters over  consecutive image track can-
didates. We then find a curve of best fit for the set  of intensity-weighted centers of clus-
ters associated with a  single track candidate. When there are no additional clusters that 
belong  to this track in incoming images, the track is recorded. Ultimately, this is passed 
along to off-line analysis.

4 Simulation

In order to develop tracking software,  tests must be done in a  controlled manner. 
Additionally, we have yet collected data  that  resembles data from  what we expect to be 
the final form  of the detector.  In order to develop tracking software that works as 
needed with the final detector, we must simulate the behavior of events and their  acqui-
sition in our detector  to get  sample data. The simulation also provide us with a  con-
trolled way to test and evaluate the performance of our tracking software.

The simulation has to recreate realistically  the physics involved in the scattering 
of an electron in our  medium and the data acquisition mechanism. We decided to split 
this into two parts. One part would simulate the passage of the electron through our 
medium  as it interacts with it  and provide us with a distribution  of ionized electrons in 
our detector. The other part would take this distribution and simulate the electrons’ drift 
to the readout plane and the detection mechanism.

4.1 Using Geant4 in our simulation

Genat4  is a toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles through matter 
using Monte Carlo methods [4]. GEometry  ANd Tracking, as it is called in full, provides 
facilities for  describing  material or detector  geometry  and for the tracking of the simu-
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lated passage of particles though the matter  or geometry. Geant4  also provides facilities 
for describing the physics that govern matter-particle interactions and for the visualiza-
tion of the simulation.

We use Geant4 for  what was described as the first part of the simulation in the 
last  section.  We describe our super-critical GNe volume (which  we simplify  as a cylin-
der), the physics processes we need to consider (ionization, atom excitation, etc.),  and 
record the distribution  of energy  deposited in ionization as we “shoot” an energetic elec-
tron from somewhere in the neon volume.

Geant4  works in what it  calls “steps.” Each step consists of a starting point in 
space, and ending point in space, a  possible interaction at the beginning point, at  the 
ending point, and along the step. Moreover, a step that includes the ionization process 
are not  a single ionization of a single atom. It is, in fact, the many  ionizations that occur 
over the length of the step. Because the step only  includes a  point in space and not a 
path, what we record is a set of points with associated energy deposits due to ionization.

Thus, our  output  from  this part of the simulation  is essentially  a path  in 3-space 
and an energy  deposit linear  density  along the path. We do not use Geant4 to simulate 
the electron drift and the imaging of electrons in our readout plane.

4.2  Counting hits on a pixel basis

We need now to simulate the electron drift and ensuing diffusion and the pixel-
based digitization of our data acquisition in  the CCD. To do this we count electron hits 
for each  pixel in each image in each image in our “time-lapse animation”  series of im-
ages. We sum a diffusion distribution based on the energy  deposit distribution and path 
over a volume that corresponds to a pixel in an image.

To understand this imagine a 4-space of the three spatial position dimension and 
the path parameter dimension. For each point along the path  there is defined a fre-
quency  function in  3-space that is described by  the frequency  function introduced in 
section 3.1  of this paper where r is the distance from  the point  on the path  in 3-space 
and t is the time it  would have taken an electron at that  point to drift to the detection 
plane. For each  point in our 4-space there is defined a  frequency  that  can be understood 
as the value of the frequency  function in 3-space for  the certain path parameter. Each 
pixel is associated with  a range in x and y,  the two dimensions parallel to the detection 
plane, and each image is associated with a range in z,  the dimension perpendicular to 
the detection plane, which is the range of electron origin  z-positions the electrons with 
which will be captured in this image and not another. Thus, each  pixel in an image is as-
sociated with  a cube volume. We can make this into a hypercube by  extending the cube 
over the whole path dimension. If we sum the frequency  over the hypercube, we will get 
the expected value of the number  of electrons which will be captured by  this pixel in this 
image. We can then generate a random  value from  a  poisson distribution with a mean of 
this expected value to get an actual number of electrons.

Using conversions such as GEM electron gain  per incoming electron, avalanche 
light per electron, acceptance, quantum efficiency, CCD electrons per incoming photon, 
digital count per electron, and saturation level,  a grayscale pixel is assigned to the pixel. 
Thus we have formed a series of grayscale images that reproduces those that would be 
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outputted by  our  detection mechanism. The result (although  flattened onto one image) 
can be seen in figure 6 in section 3 of this paper.

4.3 Simulating GEMs

However,  the reproduction is still insufficient. This is because GEMs create an 
interference pattern because the light we image only  emerges from the GEM holes. The 
signal emerges somewhat isotropically  from  the GEM hole as can be seen in figure 4 in 
section 2.3  of this paper. Figure 9  below shows an image taken by  our  detection mecha-
nism  of the ionization of alpha radiation. Notice the checkered pattern of the image: this 
is caused by  the GEMs. In order to develop tracking software whose performance in 
tracking real data can be tested in a controlled way, the GEM interference needs to be 
incorporated into the simulation as well.

Figure 9. Imaging, through GEMs, the electrons from ionization by an alpha source in 
our detector. The imaging is done using the very same mechanism used to image elec-

trons ionized in a neutrino-electron scattering event in our detector.

Inspecting the pattern  we conclude that  what  we would like is a function that 
maps a position in the detection plane to a coefficient by  which to multiply  the hit  count 
found as described in the previous section. Since this needs to be implemented numeri-
cally  in the simulation software, we would like a simple elementary  function. The prob-
lem is that  GEM holes are arranged in a triangular  lattice, but there isn’t a simple ele-
mentary  function that has a  characteristic periodicity  in  a  triangular lattice. The solution 
is then Fourier analysis in two dimensions and two primary  lattice vectors. As long as we 
can describe numerically  one unit cell of our triangularly  periodic function, our analysis 
will yield us with an  elementary  function with  the values we want  in the periodicity  we 
want. The primary  lattice vectors of a  triangular  lattice are depicted below in  figure 10. 
The primary  lattice vectors describe the lattice where each node in  the lattice can be de-
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scribed as an integer  linear  combination of the primary  lattice vectors. We shall name 
the primary lattice vectors of our triangular lattice a1 and a2.

a1

a2

Figure 10. A triangular lattice, its primary lattice vectors (in dark grey), and a unit cell 
(in light grey).

For  the fourier analysis, we need to find the correct exponential coefficients that 
describe our periodicity. As you  will  see, this will involve finding the reciprocal lattice 
vectors. We must k such that

fk(r) = eik·r = eik·(r+n1a1+n2a2) = fk(r + n1a1 + n2a2),

or equivalently such that

k · a1 = 2!m1,k · a2 = 2!m2,

or equivalently such that

k = m1b1 + m2b2

where b1 and b2 are the reciprocal lattice vectors, defined by

bi · aj = 2!"ij

where δ is the Kronecker delta. In our triangular lattice, we have

a1 = i,a2 =
i

2
+
!

3j

2
which gives us the following reciprocal lattice vectors
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b1 = 2!i! 2!j"
3

, b2 =
4!j"

3 .

Having found these we have that our function

f(r) =
!

m1,m2

cm1m2e
i(m1b1+m2b2)·r = f(x, y)

=
!

m1,m2

cm1m2e
2!i(m1x+

m2!m1"
3

y)

where the coefficients

cm1m2 =
1

a1 · a2

!!

unit cell
f(r)e!i(m1b1+m2b2)·r dA

= 2
!!

unit cell
f(r)e!2!i(m1x+

m2!m1"
3

y) dx dy
.

Once all the calculation by  hand are done, the implementation is very  simple in 
MATLAB (for  finding the coefficient matrix) and Mathematica (for  summing the Fourier 
transform  approximation and plotting it). We just have to describe the behavior  of f in 
our unit cell area.  Figure 11  below  shows the final resulting function graphed in Mathe-
matica by  describing the behavior of f in our unit  cell area as the sum  of four  simple ex-
ponent functions exp(-10  r2) in r the distance from  a node (where we just consider the 
four nodes that surround one unit  cell). This function is simple and can be multiplied by 
our result from  before to create the desired mask that resembles that  created by  the 
GEMs. Note that in this derivation the periodicity  along a primary  lattice vector  is 1; this 
will have to be normalized to units of meters where the periodicity  should correspond to 
the GEM hole pitch which is 140 μm.
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Figure 11. The Fourier transform approximation (nine by nine coefficient matrix) of our 
desired function. See that the function has the desired periodicity of a triangular lattice.

5 Conclusion

The aspects of tracking and simulation of the eBubble project were thoroughly 
enhanced, but there is still more to do.  Some of the issues that have plagued the devel-
opment of our simulation methods,  while most have been surmounted, have not been 
fully  resolved. Also,  there is still more planned in the development of tracking methods 
and implementation.

5.1 Issues encountered in the development of simulation methods

One issue that  was very  persistent and hindering in  the development of simula-
tion was the difficulty  of managing the Geant4  physics list. The physics list is the C++ 
object that defines the physics process in the simulation. Of course, the physics list must 
represent realistic physics, otherwise the simulation would be in vain. One of the most 
prominent problems with the physics list was that inconsistent structuring in bundled 
examples and constant changes with newer  versions made it  harder  to find good physics 
list examples in the Geant4  package or on-line. Moreover, at times it would seem that 
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two physics lists that one would expect are equivalent exhibit different behavior. How-
ever, after  inspecting enough code, a  call to a  method that was decreed obsolete since 
previous versions was found and an informed choice of physics list  was made possible. 
This issue was in  general overcome,  but this still hinders further  development of the Ge-
ant4 simulation.

Another  issue encountered was controlling  the maximum step length in the Ge-
ant4 simulation. By  decreasing the maximum length, one could achieve better resolu-
tion of the energy  distribution. This was assumed to be possible and was explored 
briefly. Because of time constraints it  was not explored extensively  and a way  to control 
the length is still a hopeful development.

On the other side of simulation, an issue that was encountered was the ineffi-
ciency  of summing up distributions over and over  in determining the number of hits for 
a pixel.  Optimization will be needed for this part. Some optimization possibilities were 
explored but more need to be explored and implemented. One optimization possibility 
explored was considering only  close-by  path points since further-away  ones would have 
an insignificant contribution to the frequency. Another  possibility  explored was to make 
discrete the path dimension thus summing finite amount of distributions. These optimi-
zations combined may  be sufficient, but because of time constraints they  were not im-
plemented beyond trial source code.

5.2 Future developments for tracking methods

There are still much hoped-for  development beyond the current implementation 
of tracking. For one, the tracking needs more sensible clustering than the current primi-
tive implementation. Possible clustering algorithms to use are k-means, x-means, and 
exemplars.  K-means has a simple implementation but may  prove insufficient because it 
must  be provided before running with the number of clusters in the data. X-means and 
exemplars are the most attractive possibilities because of their efficacy  and efficiency  in 
clustering data and predicting the number of clusters. Further investigation of possibili-
ties will have to be done before choosing a clustering algorithm to implement.

An interface for  real-time data flow  from the CCD array  to the tracking software 
will also need to be implemented. The CCD array  is in fact part  of a specialized camera. 
The computer-camera interface in the bundled software has yet to be thoroughly  inves-
tigated and a way  to make the camera feed images directly  to our software is not yet 
known. At moment our  temporary  implementation of the interface is planned to be a 
daemon2 which repeatedly  scans a directory  where the camera will automatically  save 
the images for  new content and feeding it to our  software as it  arrives. This implementa-
tion will most likely  be insufficient because of its inefficiency  and the delays it may 
cause. At some point, we will have to develop a  so-called push  interface for data flow 
from the camera to our software.

Another  important development  is to instate a multi-user  SQL-based database of 
track candidates and their characteristics. This will facilitate off-line analysis and obser-
vation while the detector collects and analyzes in real-time data. This will also provide a 
more organized working environment and easier management of our collected data.
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2 Daemon is the term for a background process in a Unix environment.



The tracking software will also need to be able to determine the original direction 
of momentum  given the curved track path. This will  consist  mostly  of being able to de-
cide which few  points at the beginning of the track are to be used to construct a line of 
best  fit that  represents the original direction of momentum. The tracking software will 
also need to implement the z0 reconstruction as described earlier in the paper.
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